
A PLACE IN THE SUN 
for AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 

In South Africa the aircraft industry is expanding. 
As a result we have vacancies in our Aeronautical Design 

Organisation for the following personnel: 

A Senior Engineer: Aero Engines 
with design and performance experience to lead a team engaged in the resolution 

of design, development and production problems 

A Senior Stress Engineer 
A Senior Aerodynamicist 

Senior Airframe Designers 
Systems Engineers 

A Weights Engineer 
Technical Writers 

It is expected that the successful applicants will be in the 30 to 50 year age 
bracket, already occupying positions of responsibility and will be in possession 
of the recognised academic and technical qualifications associated with the 

posts. 

Please address letters of application, stating all relevant details, to: 

i > 

ATLAS AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
OF S.A. (PTY) LTD.. 
39/41 NEW BROAD STREET. 
LONDON EC2. 

ADVERKOB 1761 
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Aerodynamics for Engineering Students 
Second Edition (SI Units) 

E. L. Houghton and A. E. Brock. E4 net. 

This volume is intended for all students of aeronautical 
engineering in the earlier years of their specialist 
courses at degree and diploma level and is considered 
sufficiently comprehensive to bring students to the 
threshold of advanced aerodynamics. 

Further Aerodynamics for Engineering 
Students 

E, L. Houghton and R. E. Boswell. £8 net. 

The authors are to be congratulated on a lucid pre
sentation of a difficult subject and their work will be 
dearly understood by the students with a high standard 
of ability in applied mathematics. Technical Journal. 

A Textbook of Fluid Mechanics for Engin
eering Students Third Edition (SI Units) 

J. R. D. Francis and G. Jackson. 36s. net. 

This new edition has been revised so as to use a 
rationalised system of metric units throughout the text. 
Suitable for civil and mechanical engineering students 
covering their requirements up to the Final Year of 
their degree courses. 

EDWARD ARNOLD 
41 Maddox Street, London, W.1 

just published 
RUSSIAN-ENGLISH SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
DICTIONARY 
MICHAEL M. KONARSKI 
Provides more than 10,600 terms in the fields of satellite 
and other spacecraft design and exploitation. Though con
ceived and executed as an independent reference work, it 
forms an essential complement to the well known and 
highly praised earlier work "Russian-English Dictionary 
of Modern Terms in Aeronautics and Rocketry", by the 
same editor. The two works together constitute an invalu
able tool for all concerned with the extensive Russian-
language literature dealing with the achievements of Soviet 
scientists and engineers in the aerospace field. 
928 pages. £10 hard cover 
Set price with "Russian-English Dictionary of Modern 
Terms in Aeronautics and Rocketry" £15 
Due for Publication June 1970 
THE STRESS ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE VESSELS 
AND PRESSURE VESSEL COMPONENTS 
S. S. GILL, Professor of Structural Engineering, University 
of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology 
Presents a survey and summary of all the major contribu
tions published during the past 25 years on methods for the 
analysis and design of pressure vessels and their compo
nents in a manner which will be of value both to the 
designer in industry and to the research worker. In addi
tion to the reference cited in the text, most chapters include 
an additional bibliography for further study. 
608 pages £10 hard cover 
International Series of Monographs in Mechanical Engin
eering 

pergamon 

QUEEN MARY COLLEGE 
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON) 

DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERING 

Theoretical and Experimental 

RESEARCH 
OPPORTUNITIES 

in the fields of 

NON-LINEAR DYNAMICS 
AEROELASTICITY 

UNSTEADY WING AERODYNAMICS 
WAKE & JET CHARACTERISTICS 

BOUNDARY LAYERS 
HYPERSONICS 

Vacancies exist for 
Research Assistants and Senior Research Fellows 

For further information: 
DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 

QUEEN MARY COLLEGE, MILE END ROAD, 
LONDON, E1 4NS 

REPRINTS 
Copies of the 

12 th Lanchester M e m o r i a l Lecture 

" T h e Impact of the D ig i ta l Computer on 
Engineer ing S c i e n c e " 

by 
Professor J . H. A rgy r i s 

comp le te w i t h Append i ces , are ava i lab le , 
pr ice £ 1 , f r o m 

The Royal Aeronautical Society 
4 Hamilton Place 
London W 1 V OBQ 

CARPETS 
for aircraft, passenger reception, airline offices, flying clubs, etc. 

All leading makes of Branded Carpets 

WILTONS -AXMINSTERS 'TUFTED 'ORIENTALS 
at Highly Competitive contract prices 

Expert fitting service and free delivery throughout UK-
Over £200,000 stocks in our London showrooms 

Private individuals in the aircraft industry may purchase 
from us at up to 30°^ DISCOUNT 

OodsotiButt C A R P E T 
CO L T D 

Please write to Dept. RAS LONDON: 5 & 6 Old Bailey, E.C.4. Tel: 
01-248 7971 (10 lines); NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE: 83-89 Blackett St. 
20321/21428; MANCHESTER: 55-61 Lever St. 061-236 3687/8/9; 

BOURNEMOUTH: 268 Old Christchurch Rd. 21248. 
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The Aeronautical Journal RAeS May 1970 
DAVIES, s. D. 

The History of the Avro Vulcan 

The basic Air Staff requirement was issued early in 1947 
and the limiting conditions of high Mach number and load 
coupled wih limited gross weight made for a difficult design 
problem. Contemporary German thinking and discovery con
cerning the effect of sweepback on critical Mach number 
influenced the derivation of design from a conventional lay-
out through high aspect ratio tailless schemes to the tailless 
Delta layout. 

Various considerations led to the policy of bui'.ding the 
707 series of flying models. Major decisions on the first 
prototype are discussed; in particular the decision to acceler
ate aerodynamic development by using the Avon engine for 
the first flight trials, instead of waiting for the Olympus engine, 
for which the type was designed. This section ends with the 
completion and first few flights of the first prototype. 

The history of the development of the aircraft into RAF 
service is covered. 

The paper concludes with some reflections on the lessons 
learned during the history of this project with their possib'e 
application to the future. 

The Aeronautical Journal RAeS May 1970 
HARVEY, R A. 

A Probabilistic Approach to Aeronautical Research 
and Development 

This paper was written for the Working Party on Effective
ness in R & D and used as an Appendix to their Report. An 
abbreviated version of the Report was published in the Sep
tember 1969 Aeronautical Journal. 

The Aeronautical Journal RAeS May 1970 
McMANUS, R. and CRAIG, D. K. 

Recent Progress in All-Weather Landing Techniques 
The paper is divided into two main parts, the first con

centrating upon the work of the aircraft designer developing 
an automatic landing system, the second considering the 
problems associated with an airline using such a system. 

The designer traces the development of the automatic 
landing system for the Trident, starting with the system 
developed by BLEU and showing the improvement in per
formance achieved within the original concept of the design. 
Having developed a system which will successfully land the 
aircraft the designer then shows how it is ensured that the 
system will always be operational when required. 

The airline user describes his experience under a number 
of headings. It is shown that maintenance has had to be 
mainly restricted to safety checks. Reliability is shown to 
have improved by a factor of three in five years, but it is still 
troublesome. The in service development programme up to 
Category 3 is described and the in service experience to date 
is analysed. Some of the principal costs such as capital and 
maintenance are noted. In conclusion it is shown there are 
three main remaining problems, namely, pilot acceptance, 
ground installations such as ILS, and reliability. 

The Aeronautical Journal RAeS May 1970 

STINTON, D. L. 
The Developing Scene in British Light Aviation 

In many ways light aviation in Britain stands at a cross
roads. The islands are too small for light aircraft to be used 
with the measure of economy one finds overseas, where such 
aeroplanes may be vital for living. Yet the British ls!es are 
the geographical focus of Europe and a natural C'apham 
Junction of many air routes. One finds, therefore, light 
aviation thriving in certain respects, and apparently dying on 
its feet in others. 

The aim of the lecture is to take a broad look at some of 
the most interesting and possibly important areas in the field 
of light aviation in the UK. 

The appearance of, for example, the motor glider as a 
flying machine in its own right. The need for new forms of 
competitions to bring out more fruitful flying machines. And 
the need for a broader view of flying in these islands, as 
related to Europe, and the developing world, are all seen as 
possible pointers to a renaissance in British light aviation. 
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Sealing Rings 
Call on Cross the specialists in design and manufacture of 
sealing rings for normal and high temperature application from 
i" to 5' or even larger. 

Moving or static. 

Materials include Alloy Steels, Nimonic Alloys, Stellite, 
Aluminium and Plastics. 

Outspringers and inspringers. 

For further information and advice contact: 

CROSS 
A.I.D. and A.R.B.approved 

CROSS Mfg Co (1938) Ltd 
Combe Down Bath BA2 5RR 

Phone: COMBE DOWN. 2355/8 
Grams:'CIRCLE' BATH. 

CRANFIELD INSTITUTE 

OF TECHNOLOGY 

POSTGRADUATE COURSE IN 

AIR TRANSPORT ENGINEERING 

The Institute offers a one-year residential postgraduate 
course in Air Transport Engineering designed for engineers 
and scientists of graduate standard concerned with or 
interested in the airline industry and the transport aircraft 
manufacturing industry. 

The syllabus covers the operational, engineering and 
economic implications of air transport together with the 
directly related aspects of systems, materials, design and 
propulsion. 

Full use is made of institute aircraft and extensive laboratory 
demonstration resources of all Departments to illustrate the 
operational aspects of the subject. 

The course leads to either an M.Sc. or a Diploma. 

Further information and forms of application from: 

The Registrar, Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield, 
Bedford. 
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VCfe blossom in aluminium. 
Our species of flower power includes 

forgings, die-castings, extrusions and sheet 
—in many shapes for many uses. 

All in aluminium and its alloys— 
light, strong, highly conductive to heat 
and electricity, highly resistant to corro
sion, easy to machine. 

W e aim to make life a bed of roses 
for engineers and designers. 

So if you've a particular performance 
requirement, drop us a line. 

You can be sure our plants can 
produce it. 

HAWKER SIDDELEY 

HIGH DUTY 
ALLOYS LTD. 
89 BUCKINGHAM AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. 

Hawker Siddeley Group supplies mechanical, 
electrical and aerospace equipment with 
world-wide sales and service. 

\2££r 
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